From Sigmund Freud’s “dissatisfaction (discontent) with culture” to a reassessment of values in the 21st century.

The article gives a socio-philosophical analysis of the axiological choice and focuses on the difference between the value attitude and the cognitive attitude. The authors of the article relies on the point of view, according to which the philosophical science of the XXI century, when studying culture, proposes to proceed from an axiological understanding of the global processes taking place in the modern world. The article concludes about the historical originality of the current stage and the historical need to build a new axiological system. The authors did not set themselves a part of a detailed analysis of the ideas of Z. Freud, which he outlined in his work “Dissatisfaction with Culture”. The aim of the authors was to take from Freud's reflections the controversy “culture is the source of human disaster” and the proposals of trade with the positions of modern cultural studies. A paradox arises: it is culture that owns the means of suffering, which culture both generates. The decisive step of culture is to replace the power of the individual with the power of society and, consequently, with restrictions. The authors, starting from the Freudian idea of dissatisfaction with culture in the psychological and religious sense, prove the relevance of applying the axiological approach in various fields of knowledge of the modern world, modern society. In conclusion, the authors concludes that the global problems of modern civilization are closely related to the values of mankind, their reassessment and rethinking, the search for new content in their inconsistency.
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Introduction

The contradiction of a person, which manifests itself in the limitations of culture, has a correlate in the inner world of a person. And therefore, it is very interesting for the author to turn to the understanding of culture by Sigmund Freud and try in this article to analyze the contradictions of modern culture in the context of the value approach. Even the title of the work “Dissatisfaction (discontent) with culture” (or “Das Unbehagen in der Kultur”, which he wrote because of a controversy with a friend, a French writer, Nobel Prize winner Romain Rolland, is indicative. The author's choice of Sigmund Freud is understandable, since it was Freud, Freudianism, who had and still has a huge influence on the culture and interpretation of the inner world of man. While working on this article, the author again read this work of Freud, which consists of 8 parts. And immediately the main question arose: “why and to what does Freud object? First, Freud objects to Romain Rolland, who believed that the most creative individuals are subject to suffering and feel this world more subtly, let through all the suffering of all people” [1]. And here Freud, objecting to the writer Rolland, believes that all people suffer, and not just creative individuals, and that there are “three sources of suffering: the omnipotence of nature, the frailty of our body and the shortcomings of the institutions that regulate the relationship of people in the family, state and society”. “Freud writes that “the social source of suffering is not so inevitable as our mortal body or the external world” and that “our so-called culture bears most of the blame for our misfortunes; we would be incomparably happier if we left her behind and returned to primitiveness”. And the author was again struck by Freud's phrase: “The task of making a person happy was not part of the plan for the creation of the world” [1: 25]. So should a person follow values and what did these values give him?

When determining the interrelationships of a person’s values that are characteristic of a certain form of his relationship with reality, it must be taken into account that the main types of activity “in their pure form exist only in a theoretical description. In reality, all these elementary activities “act in various forms of cou-
pling, crossing, interaction, like chemical elements that flaunt in their purity and mutual isolation only in the periodic table” [2].

It is believed that the fundamental formulation of the problem of the relationship between knowledge and value belongs to I. Kant, who contrasted the sphere of morality (freedom) with the sphere of nature (necessity). Kant opened a new sphere of being — the “world of due” in contrast to the “world of being”, where the moral law, absolute freedom, striving for good prevails. The “world of due” is the realm of practical reason. Kant assigned practical reason (moral consciousness) a leading role in human activity.

The type of rationality that is emerging in post-non-classical science is characterized by the correlation of knowledge not only with the means of cognition, but also with the value-target structures of activity.

The definition of a possible way and forms of overcoming negative phenomena in the crisis space of the modern global world order is characterized by an actual orientation. The possibility of the movement of world civilization towards stability, in addition to the achievements of technology, may be due to the axiological choice of such a model of social development that will contribute to the survival of society in the worsening conditions of reality. The prerequisites for this ability should be sought in metaphysical foundations at the essential level of social development, designated as social being. Today, the task of social philosophy is to trace the history of the formation of certain values, to identify the most important values of modern life, to indicate the most likely and preferred trends of their evolution in the future, etc. The realities of the modern world have received philosophical and theoretical reflection in the teachings of globalization and the new world order [3]. According to the author, globalism in the modern world turns out in practice to be the ultimate extension of the Western model of life and other peoples should obey this model and its values.

In the axisphere of modern society, social and personal-individual levels are closely intertwined, as a result of which a new model of axiological choice is formed in society every time, which is aimed at bringing society into line with new global challenges. We remember well that philosophical science clearly defines value as the basis for the subject's choice of goals, means, results and conditions of activity. The orientation of the subject in his activity to a certain value gives rise to what we call value orientation. It is the value characteristics of a certain phenomenon that play the role of a strategic guideline on the path of movement from what is to what is due [3; 63].

Axiological problems have always been problems of social, moral, aesthetic and cultural value orientation. In essence, this is a set of “classical” axiological problems, among which the following are currently being discussed: the role of values in the structure of consciousness; the formation of a planetary worldview; the definition of fundamental values of human existence. The author speaks about the axiological understanding of what constitutes modern civilization, since we are talking about the globalization of the initial attitudes of the world system. Meanwhile, according to the fair remark of Lester K. Turow: “Values, or preferences, are the black hole of capitalism. The system exists to serve us, but there is no theory of good and bad preferences, no modern theory of how to change values and manage them” [4]. In socio-philosophical terms, the core of the modern process of globalization is the modern man, his value world, his attitude to himself, nature and the world around him. Ultimately, the choice that modern civilization has to make to determine the subsequent development not only in Europe, but also throughout the world for several centuries to come depends on the beginning of globalization. In this regard, it can be assumed that the nature and content of globalization will become the main determining factors in the construction of a new world order.

The problem of axiological understanding of globalization has not yet been deeply investigated in philosophical science, trends, nature and factors influencing this process have not been identified. They are increasingly demanding solutions, because global processes cannot but touch value systems. At the stage of globalization, the insufficiency of the value and rational forms of life of human civilization is revealed, moreover, it is believed that civilization is experiencing a crisis of basic values. Therefore, in the most general form, the problem of axiological choice of the modern model of social development is considered, on the one hand, as a change in values under the influence of globalization processes, and on the other, in their reverse influence on the prospects of globalization.

Experimental

To analyze the complex, ambiguous and multidimensional worldview situation in the modern world in connection with solving the problem of axiological choice, the author of this scientific work attracted and took into account a fairly extensive array of information from the history of philosophy, history, literature, cultural studies, ethics, a systematic approach was applied to the consideration of various socio-philosophical concepts and scientific judgments related to issues of intercultural interaction, the modern historical process
and the contradictions associated with them. A small methodological comment: the concept of “morality” is used as a synonym for morality, sometimes as a synonym for the concept of “ethics”. Morality is the subject of ethics as a branch of philosophy. Unlike morality, morality presupposes that a person has some kind of internal moral regulator. Morality acts as personal morality, as self-esteem, good, and therefore value. In this regard, as I. Kant wrote, “wisdom, in fact, consists more in a way of action than in knowledge” [5] and the highest goals of the human mind are connected with moral values. Kant proclaimed man, human happiness (good) as the highest goal, and it is impossible without a person’s awareness of moral duty. And his categorical imperative is about this, that “a person should act in such a way that the maxim of his act would have the force of a universal law” [5: 102]. And the separation of morality (despite the fact that most dictionaries and encyclopedias indicate their synonymy) was shown by another great philosopher, Georg Hegel, according to whom, morality in the axiological understanding is the area of practical freedom of each individual, his will, which can raise the personality above the subjective desire, and morality at the same time, it manifests itself in the family, civil society and the state. And as for the very concept of “morality”, then morality is the moral quality of a person, the rules that guide a person in his choice.

Discussion

It should be remembered that in general, value is what matters to a person (it is the significance of a thing, spiritual or material). Many values of man-made civilization, which are an important condition for progress and improvement of the quality of life, are currently being questioned. And already in the XXI century, an important axiological question appears: “What will the XXI century refuse?” For example, the famous historian Yuval Noah Harari says about the reassessment of the meaning of work, his need and employment: “The best advice I could give is to invest in your own adaptability. All your investments—learning a particular skill, for example, programming is a lottery. You don't know for sure if this or that skill will be useful to you, but in times of chaos you will definitely need emotional stability, the ability to survive all these changes. I don't know a single university where they would teach this” [6].

The author would like to turn to the analysis of a number of values and analyze their relevance in the modern world. So, let's take the value of “The glorification of reason, the assertion of the boundlessness of human knowledge as a guarantee of progress and the realization of humanistic ideals”. Overestimation and loss of the former meaning: Reason, the idea of “Knowledge is power!” with the achievements of science is being realized more and more as the creation of new ideas and ways to deceive a person, as well as the creation of something that does not help a person to become better, more humane, closer to each other, but only increases the alienation between people, and enslaves a person with technology and deprives a person of individuality. Marcus’s “one-dimensional man”, who has lost his individuality and does not live by his own rules, but obeys general imposed rules that are averagely general and mass, the rapid development of technology has made the world universal, we are surrounded by the same things, we live in the same houses, we are told and shown the same things, etc. And that's why, among other things, the philosophy of existentialism will appear and its founder Seren Kierkegaard will draw attention to a person, his actual feelings, moods, experiences, sympathy for him, an attempt to restore integrity to a person, to destroy alienation and will talk about the “hopeless tragedy of human existence” in this absurd world. Today we see an increase in the absurdity of this world that surrounds us: the simultaneity of the events of war and peace (“feast during the plague”), a global pandemic, etc. And here it is necessary to recall Karl Marx's concept of a “professional cretin”, that work, professional activity is the loss of a person's identity, the “separation (alienation) of a person and the business” that he is engaged in, as a result of which “the value of labor itself is lost” and the value of “selling one's labor” comes out in the first place. And then the question arises about work as a value: is there any sense in work and professional activity? And does a person create what can be called creation? After all, is there any creation in military factories, concerns, holdings, and in the name of what is it being done?

If we turn to another value, “Understanding science as the key to progress”, the author believes that the revaluation and loss of the former meaning of the idea “Knowledge is power!” with the achievements of science is increasingly realized as something that contributes to the accumulation of technologies for the destruction of nature and man himself. After all, the main question is, and for what and where will this or that discovery of sciences be applied? For the good or for the harm of a person? Is the great writer L.N. Tolstoy right, who wrote as follows: “Of all the sciences that a person should know, the main science is about how to live, doing as little evil as possible and as much good as possible”. Recently, I came across an interesting thought of the Czech Scientist who headed the National Academy of his country, Josef Rziman: “For the ma-
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орORITY of people, science becomes something intangible and therefore not too necessary” [5; 85]. But the famous French virologist Pierre Grabar believes that “Unfortunately, the spirit of Pasteur is gradually disappearing. Young people, of whom there are so many at the institute, do not think about preserving old traditions. I am talking about the traditions of academic, in-depth research, about the work aimed at the search for high scientific truth. The rhythm of life has accelerated, young people are in a hurry, they think very practically. They are assertive, strictly business people” [5; 91]. There is a well-known phrase of Ernst Rutherford: “A scientist should not serve science and mammon at the same time” [5, 106]. And as an example, the German scientist Haber, who was one of the largest physical chemists of the early twentieth century. The method of fixing atmospheric nitrogen was found by him on the eve of the First World War. Thanks to this discovery, Germany could continue the war, since it was able to produce saltpeter from ammonia, which it had previously imported from Chile. Haber was also the inventor of poison gas, which was used in the First World War. And he is responsible for the use of toxic substances in the war. And he is a Nobel Prize winner — a paradox. Although there is a point of view that science is neither good nor evil, that ordinary values and moral norms do not apply to it, it depends on who is engaged in science, i.e., on a person.

Let's turn to such a seemingly imperishable “eternal” value — “family”. The reassessment and loss of the former significance occurred here, because the XXI century, the institution of the family, as a social institution, has undergone drastic changes, which is associated with the equation in the rights of men and women, civil and other forms of “marriage”, loyal attitude to single mothers, the legalization of same-sex marriage, surrogacy, IVF, the emergence of whole childfree subcultures, the increase of non-binary personalities, the expansion of gender. Show business has its own subculture, in which other values prevail and these new values are imposed on the masses. Obviously, if the family is absent, then family values automatically lose their meaning. There is increasing support for the opinion that for the normal growth and upbringing of a child, it is not necessary to have both parents, the desire of women to raise a child without a father becomes the norm (voluntary, not forced).

With such a value as “trust in information and the authority of information sources”, there has also been a reassessment and loss of its former meaning. The author gives a quote in order to define the concepts: “reliability is something that shows the quality of information, reflects its completeness and accuracy, has such signs as legibility of written and oral speech, the absence of false or in any way distorted information, a small possibility of erroneous use of information units, including letters, symbols, bits, numbers” [7]. Thus, reliability is characterized by the non-distortion of information, i.e., the authenticity of information and the adequacy of the ways in which it was obtained. And now we live in a world of unreliability of information and its conscious, deliberate distortion. Why is this extremely important and why does it have a value whose meaning has been revised in the 21st century? Yes, because decisions are made based on information! It is philosophy that draws our attention to the factor of information sources, their credibility and, therefore, perception as a value. I will name these sources: individuals who thanks to their powers or position, have access to such information that interests various kinds of mass media; documents; real environment; virtual environment; printed publications (textbooks, books, encyclopedias, etc.); Internet sites, portals, pages, etc. How else has the assessment of information sources changed today, in the 21st century? There was a division of sources into competent and incompetent. For example, authorized representatives of official management structures and state institutions here should be competent sources of objective and accurate information for us, complete information, i.e., reliable. However, they may be falsified, unreliable. Therefore, getting information today does not mean trusting it completely or at least with a high degree of probability. That is what we are fully observing in world politics today. And the importance of authorities has been lost, including in the person of the authors of the 19th and 20th century, both politicians and great figures of Culture, Philosophy, Science. And this, in my opinion, was largely facilitated by the modern information space, which plunges us into some kind of bottomless ocean of TickTockers, Instadives (slang), etc. Reading and thinking about the thoughts and works of Tolstoy, Chekhov, Dostoevsky, Gogol, Pushkin is work, time, and you open an iPhone, Smartphone, Internet and everything is ready, they do not burden themselves and me, somehow they sing, teach something, broadcast something. And most importantly, they fill all the information space.

And such an important value for the modern world is “democracy as the best form of government, freedom, equality and fraternity as the main principles of democracy”. Overestimation and loss of former significance: the modern world challenges democracy through the “degeneration” and formal existence of democratic institutions and values. Modern societies are disappointed in democratic forms and methods of governance (local conflicts are the most convincing confirmation of this), the convergence of the “market” and politics, politics and show business, the impossibility of equal partner relations between the state and civil socie-
ty, the inevitability and indestruability of bureaucracy, corruption, lobbying interests. The concepts of authoritarian capitalism appeared (and these are elite political “clubs” in the form of the “Big 8”, “Big 7”, “Big 20” and “dictatorship of development”, and religious fundamentalism, and the “crisis of democratic legitimacy”, which Habermas warned about. Even my generation has already witnessed “color revolutions”, double standards in relation to different countries on the part of the world's recognized centers of democracy, and my generation has a persistent apathy to participate in elections and an understanding of the institution of electability as a “non-value” of democracy, etc. Concentration of mass media and Internet sources in the hands of the democratic elite and manipulation, management of society and people through them.

And, finally, an extremely popular and newly relevant value is “Religion”. Here, too, we are convinced that religion, as a value, is being overestimated and losing its former meaning: perhaps I will focus on two examples in this matter: American Professor Phil Zuckerman and American writer Dan Brown, whose novel “Angels and Demons” became a bestseller and a very illustrative example of the existence of religion in the modern world, the world of the XXI century. Professor of Sociology and Secular Studies at the University of Pitzer Zuckerman states that “there are obviously more atheists now than ever before, both in absolute terms and as a percentage of the total number of people on the planet” [8]. According to the Gallup International Research Center/American Institute of Public Opinion (a survey of more than 50,000 people from 57 countries), the number of people who consider themselves followers of a religion decreased by 10 % between 2005 and 2011, and this trend continues, as does the steady growth of atheists. Although, it is obvious that the higher the level of security and sense of security in society, the lower the level of religiosity. According to the Gallup Center, in countries such as Japan, the United Kingdom, Canada, South Korea, the Netherlands, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Germany, France and Uruguay, where a hundred years ago religion played a large social and spiritual role, now the proportion of believers has decreased to the lowest in the world. And religion is always associated with values and with the loss and weakening of the traditional role of religion, there is a decline, reassessment and loss of the value of values.

**Conclusion**

“The highest values are an integral part of human nature and man has an innate ability to strive for the ideal”, Abraham Maslow believed [9]. The author considers it important to state that global and personal problems should be separated; because the former is global, vital for all mankind and personal problems (for all the humanistic and ethical importance of each person) are, nevertheless, “local”. At the same time, the author supports the understanding that already at the end of the 20th century a separate direction within philosophy appeared: the philosophy of global problems and it is here that the consideration of world problems puts the present and future of man at the center of these global problems themselves. Global problems are the consequence of contradictions of social development: these are the problems of war and peace, health and disease, environmental disasters, etc. The global coronavirus pandemic has become perhaps the most illustrative example for all mankind of what is called the global problem of human survival. Thus, if we consider culture as a world/system of values, i.e. from the point of view of the axiological approach, the central place in it is occupied by ideals, which are the quintessence of the generally significant value meanings inherent in culture, on the basis of which the beginnings, principles and goals of cultural life activity of people are determined. Being the focus of a person's value orientation, ideals optimize his being in the world, and initiate a higher — creative plan for its implementation. History as a universal cultural and historical process of human development is characterized by a change or “reassessment” (F. Nietzsche) [10] of those ideals whose generally significant ideological influence determined the historical epochs of cultural life of human communities. If we talk about the historical prospects of a person's cultural existence, then there is always a need for a high level of his value requests with an equally high level of their humanistic content and practical implementation. Only then will the mission of culture as the cultivation of man and his being in an optimal state and perspective of development be properly realized. And for a person as a culturogenic subject, it is always necessary to have a proper awareness of the generalizing role of ideals in culture and cultural creation. Paraphrasing the Nietzschean concept of the “will to power”, we should talk about a reasonable will to higher values, about the “will to culture”. This is precisely what the higher understanding of culture, to which F. Nietzsche actively and tirelessly called, orients the axiological approach. The history of culture can and should be understood precisely as the process of realizing the human need for values and ideals, as well as the process of approaching the ideal of full and comprehensive actualization of the creative potential of the essential forces of human nature. The orientation towards the ideal, which is integral to the genuine philosophical wisdom of seeing a possible approach to “due perfection”, is connected with the practical humanization of human exist-
ence in the world, which is its purpose. The ideals that unfold the axiological potential of human existence in the world are extremely important for a person, largely determining his life vocation. The choice, recognition and cultivation of a particular system of values and ideals are the essence of the culture of society and the individual. The identification of values and ideals in culture and its phenomena radically distinguishes culture from destructive nihilism as a denial of unconditional values. And culture as a representation of values and ideals is not limited to individual segments of the life of an individual and society, but covers all aspects of human existence, giving them a pronounced value-worldview character. At the same time, the accentuation of ideals in connection with the value-based attitude of a person to reality that constitutes culture is a synonym for humanitarianism, which considers man and the human, not only from the position of a given, but also from the position of duty, i.e. from the position of “what a person should be”. It should be noted that the content of human history, marked by the embodiment of values and ideals in the reality of human existence, is also characterized by a constant struggle for ideals. The ideal can be considered the highest axiological reference point in a person’s assessment of reality, in accordance with which the entire system of his relations to the world is adjusted and organized, in accordance with which the meaning-of-life purposefulness of human existence is verified. This harmonized coherence of the worldview, formed on the basis of ideals, is the key to optimizing human life. Perhaps, the impossibility of their exhaustive objectification in the conditions of empirical reality, connected with the very specifics of ideals, contains its innermost meaning, because an ideal is a reference value that has an unconditional, moreover, super-utilitarian significance, which encourages a person to improve himself and his life. Therefore, the cultural significance of the ideal, if we understand culture as a creative sphere of human existence, is obvious and beyond doubt. Developing the idea of the categorical imperative of I. Kant, I. Fichte emphasized the special importance for a person of possible approximation to the ideal. Kant seems to have removed this pragmatic interest; morality exists in its “pure form”, in its essence. Kant raises the inner ethical impulse to the greatest height when I act this way, and not otherwise, precisely at the call of the moral law in me, when every act of every person will have the force of a universal moral law and then people will become truly moral. Russian scientists Bormотов and Zhuravlev concluded that “that in society each time a new model of axiological choice, which is determined by the specifics of thinking and global challenges of the social organism” [11].

And in conclusion, the author turns to Konrad Lorenz’s concept of evil and aggression as the driving forces of human history, which Lorenz calls the processes-problems and “mortal sins” of our civilization and believes that there are eight of them: overpopulation of the earth; devastation of natural living space; accelerating development of technology; effeminacy of man, the disappearance of strong feelings and affects, increasing human intolerance to everything that causes the slightest displeasure and neutralization (technically or pharmacologically) of suffering; genetic degradation of a person; a break with traditions; the increasing indoctrination of mankind (a sharp increase in the scale of the impact of technical means on public opinion, unification of people’s views); nuclear weapons. It is these globalization processes, according to the author of the article, that contribute to the spread of such a phenomenon in the axiosphere of the XXI century as value relativism.
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**Зигмунд Фрейд тің «мәдениетке қанағаттанбау (наразылық)» устанымынан XXI ғасырларға құнылықтарды қайта бағалауға дейін**

Макалақа аксиологиялық тақырыпты әлеметтік-философиялық тақырыпты қелтірілген ән және құнылық пен қозғалтудың қозқарастарын айырып алып беру үшін аударыланған. Макала авторлары XXI ғасырлардың философиясының әңбекет тарихының әр түрлі қозқарасынан басқаруда ұсыныды деген көп қызмет етеді. Макалақа қозқары саясатына қарай және олардың қолданылуын нәтижелерінен анықтау, оның ортак қаржылықтарын құнылықтарын құрғауға қарай қөзқарас сүйен. Авторлар бірлесуі әрілгілідің қозқарасы әр түрлілігін, сон-дай-ақ қозқар қамтыуына ұлғырлұғының корсетеді.

**Кітін сөздет:** мәдениет, аксиология, құнылықтар, философияның қазіргі мәселелері, мәдениеттің этикалық негіздері, мәдениет дағдарысы, іргелі құндылықтар, адам болу. Қорытындылай, олар қазіргі әлемдің шекарасына қарай, олардың қайсысы кайсысынан қандай адам қауіпсіздік қамтамасыз етуге қол көмек етеді.

**Ключевые слова:** культура, аксиология, ценностности, современные проблемы философии, этические основы культуры, кризис культуры, фундаментальные ценности, человеческое бытие.
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